DECORATE & CUSTOMIZE

SEWN NAMES & LOGOS

Using a variety of textures and fabrics, your
name or logo can be applied anywhere on
your shirt. We secure with a zig-zag stitch
to allow stretch of the fabric and to make it
washing machine friendly.

Contact customer service for a menu of customization details including fonts, colours and so much more.

SILK SCREEN
Names, numbers and logos can all be
silk screened into place to give the shirts a
cutting edge look. Multi-coloured print can
be applied to honour the integrity of complex
logos and art. Pantone colours will need to be
provided to ensure proper colour breakdown.

EMBROIDERY

Our in-house custom embroidery service
features the use of 90 thread colours that
allow you to create your own distinctive look
with turn-around times that are sure to please.

CRESTING

APPLIQUÉ

Your custom artwork on a crest can be
applied anywhere on your shirt. We single
needle stitch the patch to make it washing
machine friendly.

A combination of felt and twill letters or art are
satin boarder stitched into place. This layering
adds a traditional 3-dimensional look to the
art and creates a feeling of luxury you only get
from a high quality letterman style piece.

RUGBY NUMBERS & PATCHES
Our numbers come in Poly Twill or Thermo Film and are adhered directly to
the shirt or patch. Poly Twill Patches are true to Rugby tradition with a zig-zag
stitch securing the number and patch firmly to the garment.

HEAT SEAL
Heat sealing is a process of applying
graphics to a garment using a special heat
press that melts and seals the art onto the
garment. This method allows us to use glitter
flake, poly film or super TEK® application.

Poly Twill: Available in 4” or 9” sewn directly onto the jersey or patch.
Colour choices: Black, White, Navy, Red, Royal, Kelly, Bottle or Gold.
Thermo Film: Heat-pressed directly onto the jersey and are available in
4” or 9”. Colour choices: Black, White, Navy, Red, Kelly, Bottle or Gold.
Self Digit: Digits can also be cut directly out of the fabric colour you have 		
used in your shirt. Available in 4” or 9” in any colour from our Cotton
Colour Collection.

Contact customer service for a menu of customization details including fonts, colours and so much more.

